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Gold, Ink, and Tears:  
The Hazards of Credit and the Indebted 
Widow in Eighteenth-Century Germany

Eve Rosenhaft

This article offers an approach to women’s experiences with credit relations 
that invites attention to elements of challenge and anxiety. At its centre is 
an account of the ways in which one woman — the middle-class German 

widow Eva König — negotiated the demands of managing an inheritance encum-
bered by debt. It gives particular attention to how, in her letters, the gender politics 
of her situation are reflected in a language that combines business and emotional 
registers in ways particular to her status and social milieu. Considering the late 
eighteenth century as a watershed in the emergence of modern commercial and 
property relations, I argue for closer attention to the ways in which the nexus of 
vernacular and financial languages of identity and affinity — in this case the uses 
of the term ‘friendship’ — has changed over historical time, as changes in social 
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204 Eve Rosenhaft

structure and accompanying shifts in gender relations transformed the terms of 
economic subjectivity.

The study of women and credit brings together two fields of scholarship whose 
initial impulses were critical of complacent assumptions about both the pre-indus-
trial past and the contours of ‘modernity’, but in which the general trend of schol-
arship has tended to be at least functionalist and often optimistic or celebratory.1 
Credit relations were never unproblematic, though; they called for active manage-
ment — what Jürgen Schlumbohm has characterized as ‘strategies of loosing and 
binding’,2 and as relations of trust they also implied a degree of risk. Mischa Suter 
expresses the delicacy of the balance when he characterizes credit as a ‘riskante Vor-
leistung’ (a payment in advance incurring a degree of risk) which opens up a space 
for ‘Unwägbarkeiten’ (‘imponderable’ conditions and outcomes).3 The purpose of 
this essay is to consider the ‘down sides’ to credit relations as they affected women 
in their particular circumstances, and specifically the situation of indebtedness. My 
strategy here is to explore the possible meanings of the combination of ‘women’ 
and ‘credit’ at the margins, or at the point where women’s competence might have 
been tested or their allegiances stretched. This might help to re-centre discussion 
on woman-specific practices and experience, given the extent to which the scholar-
ship has ‘normalized’ women as financial actors.4

One way to think about ‘margins’ is to make explicit the network model that 
underlies a functionalist reading of early modern credit relations.5 If we picture 
credit relations in terms of networked households, and even if we accept that kin 
and non-kin relationships overlap in these networks, individual households and 
families themselves constitute both crucial nodes in wider networks, and inde-
pendent sets of relations which may be in tension with the purposes of the wider 
network and in any case are governed by distinct dynamics and sets of rules. In 
this sense, the bounds of the family constitute one margin, or horizon, of a set of 

 1 Muldrew, The Economy of Obligation, pp. 4–5; Fontaine, ‘Makeshift, Women and Capa-
bility’, pp. 56–72. 
 2 Schlumbohm, ‘Zur Einführung’, pp. 7–14.
 3 Suter, ‘Jenseits des “Cash Nexus”’, p. 90.
 4 Cf. Fontaine, ‘Women’s Economic Spheres’, pp. 15–30, esp. pp. 27–30. In her recent 
book, Silent Partners, Amy Froide has explored the place of risk and loss in the experience of 
early modern women investors, with particular reference to the dimensions of women’s life 
course and their complex relationships with male relatives and advisers that I address here; see 
especially Chapters 3 and 6.
 5 Cf. Lipp, ‘Aspekte der mikrohistorischen und kulturanthropologischen Kreditforschung’; 
Gestrich and Stark, eds, Debtors, Creditors, and their Networks.
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credit relations, and this makes practices of innerfamilial credit and indebtedness 
particularly interesting. The relevance to women of such an approach should be 
clear, since life course within family is clearly something that structured the ways in 
which women could and did exercise financial agency. Moreover, when the family 
functions both as credit network and as the primary locus of individual socializa-
tion, the ambivalent mix of affect and material interest that underlies most rela-
tionships between debtors and creditors comes into sharp focus.6

What I want to explore more closely here is a second ‘margin’: the point of par-
ticular stress represented by the transition in status from wife to widow. This was in 
principle a moment of crisis for the entire network, because a widow’s capability to 
exercise her newly gained capacity as independent actor was one of those ‘impondera-
bles’ to which Mischa Suter refers. It was a situation that called for the readjustment of 
existing relationships among creditors, kin, and others. Among other testing changes 
was the fact that as part of her inheritance, debts which a woman might not have 
incurred or had any role in managing passed from her husband’s ‘account’ to hers.

I am interested in the broadly emotional dimensions of this situation: that is, in 
the ways in which women debtors expressed their needs and their anxieties about self 
and others. It is, again, Mischa Suter who has most recently articulated the value of 
exploring the discourses of self that emerge from conversations about credit, arguing 
from nineteenth-century sources that with the emergence of modern liberal capital-
ism debt became part of the social dynamics that shaped characteristically modern 
subjects.7 But early modern historians have for some time been aware of the nego-
tiation of credit relations as a forum for the articulation of gendered subjectivity. 
Scholarship on risk and failure in business history, and especially on bankruptcy, has 
explored the languages that the law and occupational and associational cultures made 
available to male debtors.8 In the case of women, the record is patchier. Discourses 
of shame and honour were notoriously gendered, but the historians’ observation 
about the sexualization of women’s ‘creditworthiness’ that frequently features in 
the exchange of insults around credit transactions has now become so familiar that 
we may overlook the ‘dead air’ that it implies: how — for example — might credit 
as a positive measure of ‘character’ have been associated with perceptions and self- 
perceptions of financial competence, success, and failure in the case of women?9

 6 See for example Fontaine, The Moral Economy, p. 283.
 7 Suter, Rechtstrieb. Schulden und Vollstreckung im liberalen Kapitalismus 1800–1900.
 8 Safley, ‘Business Failure and Civil Scandal’; Fisher, ‘Bankruptcy in Early Modern German 
Territories’, pp. 173–84. See also Ditz, ‘Shipwrecked: or, Masculinity Imperiled’.
 9 E.g. Muldrew, ‘“A Mutual Assent of her Mind”’, p. 53. Cf. Finn, The Character of Credit.
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In the German case, the silence is most felt in the case of wives and widows of 
the middling sort who do not figure in the records of riot and litigation. As Daniel 
Rabuzzi has observed, merchant women might or might not have been equipped 
to manage credit relations, but in any case they ‘wrote little self-reflectively about 
their commercial activities or even about their attitudes toward commerce gener-
ally’ — with the notable and endlessly productive exception of the Jewish business-
woman Glückl von Hameln (1646–1724).10 The case study below draws on a set of 
ego-documents, letters between a merchant widow and her fiancé written between 
1770 and 1776. Before turning to that study, though, it will be useful to set out the 
situation that prevailed in the German lands in respect of women and credit.

Widows and Credit in the Holy Roman Empire

We have learned not to exaggerate the helplessness of widows. The German case 
echoes the wider European picture here, although it has been argued that the frag-
mentation of jurisdiction even within territorial states and the relative autonomy of 
municipalities and even villages was the key peculiarity of the Holy Roman Empire 
that both enabled and constrained women in particular ways.11 By the eighteenth 
century, the forms of gender guardianship and the legal incapacities that persisted 
in general terms in each of the many legal codes in force within the Empire had 
been modified in many places to enable married women to work and trade in their 
own right as well as in partnership with their husbands: this applied everywhere to 
those involved in the buying and selling of goods at various levels (Handelsfrauen, 
Kauffrauen or Kaufmänninnen).

Widows of all classes enjoyed a particular degree of independence, and the still 
relatively limited research on personal credit in German-speaking Europe reflects 
their competence to manage that.12 Among weavers in the putting-out system in 
Württemberg, Sheilagh Ogilvie finds widows well versed in playing terms of credit 

 10 Rabuzzi, ‘Fading Images, Fading Realities?’.
 11 Beachy, ‘Women without Gender’, and Ogilvie, A Bitter Living, p. 75.
 12 In addition to works cited elsewhere in the notes, see Deuter, ‘Schulden und Privatkredit 
im 18. Jahrhundert am Beispiel des Bamberger Heinrichsviertels’, pp. 137–84. Individual studies 
of rural credit relationships have challenged a long-standing assumption that urban actors were 
normally at the heart of credit networks; many of these are localized in Switzerland and Austria, 
for example Khull-Kholwald, Der Adel auf dem Land und sein Kredit. Wider studies that give 
attention to credit practices within particular status and occupational groups include: Braken-
siek, Fürstendiener; Klingbeil, Ein Stand für sich? Lokale Amtsträger in der frühen Neuzeit.
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and interest to their own benefit.13 In the case of the salaried service middle classes 
who constituted a numerically and ideologically significant fraction of the middling 
sort, it is clear that a woman without a husband — a ‘Frau vom Stand’ barred by 
the code of respectability from earning an income through work — was expected 
to rely on the management of cash for her livelihood beyond any direct support she 
might receive from family members. The ideal was a widow who could live from the 
interest on capital reserved by marriage contract or fixed on her by her husband (a 
legacy or jointure) or her father (a dowry).14 And in some German territories by the 
eighteenth century widows were granted explicit rights to manage their dowry for 
themselves.15 As a result, investment of some kind was central to the lives of these 
women, and relatively underdeveloped capital markets left most of them depend-
ent on local forms of credit.16 A recent study of personal credit in Hanover between 
1550 and 1750 shows that over the two centuries some 12 per cent of identifiable 
lenders were women, including married women but with widows in a majority.17 
In the university town of Göttingen, where the total proportion of women among 
creditors was around 13 per cent, widows were responsible for some 70 per cent of 
the funds lent by women in the first half of the eighteenth century, much of it in 
the form of mortgages.18

The changes to custom and law that enabled German women as economic actors 
left them exposed as debtors, however. Indeed, change was generally driven by the 
demands of creditors seeking access to the otherwise protected assets of wives and 
widows, which became more urgent with the increased use of bills of exchange.19 
While it was possible in most jurisdictions for women to enter into credit relations 
in their own name or as co-signatories with their husbands, the price was explicit 
renunciation of their weibliche Gerechtigkeiten — the immunity from claims on 
their personal property that they enjoyed in respect of their sex.20 In mercantile 

 13 Ogilvie, A Bitter Living, p. 238.
 14 Brakensiek, Fürstendiener, p. 248; Möhle, Ehekonflikte und sozialer Wandel. Göttingen 
1740–1840, p. 92.
 15 Fontaine, ‘Women’s Economic Spheres’, p. 20 (citing Claudia Opitz).
 16 Gestrich and Stark, ‘Introduction’, in Gestrich and Stark, eds, Debtors, Creditors, and their 
Networks, pp. 1–10 (3).
 17 Sturm, ‘wat ich schuldich war’, pp. 66–71, 87.
 18 Winnige, ‘Vom Leihen und Schulden in Göttingen. Studien zum Kapitalmarkt’, pp. 
252–320.
 19 Beachy, ‘Women without Gender’.
 20 For Hanover, see Sturm, ‘wat ich schuldich war’, p. 86.
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communities like Hamburg, where my case study is situated, widows enjoyed the 
least protection from their husbands’ creditors.

The Indebted Widow Eva König

Eva König was born Eva Katharina Hahn in Heidelberg. Her father was a Kaufmann 
— a merchant engaged in long-distance trade, probably in textiles. In 1756 she mar-
ried Engelbert König, a textile merchant from Hamburg; he died in 1769, leaving 
her a widow at thirty-three with four children aged from one to thirteen. Both the 
Hahns and the Königs were exemplars of an urban middling milieu in which mer-
cantile family businesses remained the economic core of households whose younger 
sons increasingly made careers in the professions or civil service. The Königs were 
active members of the cultural élite in Hamburg, not only a cosmopolitan commer-
cial centre but the capital of the German enlightenment; among the friends they 
made there in the 1760s was the critic and dramatist Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. 
After her husband’s death Eva became close to Lessing and they were betrothed in 
the autumn of 1771, marrying in 1776. She died of puerperal fever in 1778. Almost 
all we know about her comes from her correspondence with Lessing, which was 
published by Lessing’s brother in 1789.21 The original letters have not survived, 
and there exist only a handful of other manuscript letters from her.

Although Engelbert König died unexpectedly, it is unlikely that he died intes-
tate; however, no will has survived. Similarly, we have no evidence for the character 
of the Hamburg merchant house that Eva inherited. The letters make clear that 
the intention was always that it should be wound up, the remaining stock sold, and 
the proceeds returned to the estate.22 The sum of goods and capital in the estate 
was sufficient for Eva to anticipate an ‘Erbteil’ (portion of the inheritance).23 The 
principal asset that she inherited, though, was a pair of factories which Engelbert 
König had set up in Vienna in the 1760s: a ‘Hamburg-style’ silk manufacture, 
which specialized in introducing new luxury textiles to the Austrian market, and an 
‘English style’ wallpaper factory. With twenty-three looms in 1762, its first year of  
operation, and a further thirteen working and employing a total of thirty-five men 

 21 The definitive critical edition of the letters is still Meine liebste Madam: Gotthold Ephraim 
Lessings Briefwechsel mit Eva König 1770–1776. In the following, the letters are referred to only 
by date, but all references are to this edition. Except where otherwise noted, the letters are from 
Eva König to G. E. Lessing.
 22 25 November, 10 and 19 December 1771; Nuremberg, [6 March] 1772.
 23 13 December 1771.
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and twenty-eight women a decade later, the textile plant flourished, to become one 
of the largest in private hands in the Austrian empire.24

By law and custom Eva had full capacity to dispose of this inheritance in the 
interest of herself and her children. Where there were minor children, a Hamburg 
widow was customarily understood to have full rights of guardianship and manage-
ment of the estate. Increasingly often, one or more guardians was appointed, and 
guardians were commonly named in the father’s will, but in merchant families a 
man who trusted his wife to take over the business could and would designate her 
as the children’s guardian and manager of the estate.25 The actions of Eva and the 
rest of the family suggest that this was the case with the Königs.

Eva’s most recent biographer, Petra Oelker, plausibly represents her as a com-
petent businesswoman, not only a merchant wife but the daughter of a merchant 
widow who had socialized with other independent women traders.26 However, the 
inheritance of the factories presented her with a challenge that went beyond her 
legal rights or personal competence, because with the manufactures she inherited 
her husband’s debts. These included loans made towards the operation of the fac-
tories and were owed both to family members and to outsiders (she uses the terms 
‘die Meinigen’ — ‘my people’ — and ‘Fremde’ — ‘strangers’, respectively). She 
characterized her eldest brother Johann Georg Hahn, a Heidelberg merchant, as 
her principal creditor, and her brother-in-law, Friedrich Wilhelm König, was also a 
creditor of the Vienna manufactures. Among the others with claims on the firm was 
a certain Herr von Wagener, in Vienna, who called in his debt in November 1771 
when his own company was being dissolved. One of her four Hamburg creditors 
was ‘the Jew P.’, probably Israel or Lazarus Popert, both wealthy manufacturers.27 
And there were incidental commitments like a 1200-Mark surety for the debts of 
Friedrich Christoph Wurmb, for which she was liable when he declared bankruptcy 
in December 1771.28 Since she reported that she owed her uncle Johann Conrad 

 24 Blume, ‘Engelbert Königs Wiener Fabriken’, pp. 1–2; Deutsch, Die Entwicklung der Sei-
denindustrie in Österreich 1660–1840, pp. 104–05, 108.
 25 Trummer, Das Hamburgische Erbrecht, 2 vols. vol. 1, pp. 351–53. For an example from 
another jurisdiction, see the Will of Christian Andreas To der Horst, 1749, Stadtarchiv Braun-
schweig D I 7 Nr 10, pp. 613–25.
 26 Oelker, ‘Ich küsse Sie tausendmal’.
 27 23–25 December 1771. Individuals, including family members, are rarely given their full 
names in Eva König’s letters; they are identified in the explanatory notes to Meine liebste Madam.
 28 25 November 1771. On the role and obligations of the guarantor (Bürge), see Sturm, ‘wat 
ich schuldich war’, pp. 96–102. Women could act as guarantors in their own right; it is not clear 
whether Eva König had provided the surety for Wurmb in her own name or whether it formed 
part of her negative inheritance.
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Kaltschmidt 10,000 Gulden plus four years’ interest, and he was not the greatest of 
her creditors, her total debts must have been very substantial.29 When she did her 
accounts at the end of 1771, having received all the business papers from Vienna 
after some delay, she reckoned that she would need 15,000 Marks to tide her over 
while she sorted things out, and this seems to have been in addition to the demands 
of her creditors.30 The process of liquidating Eva’s inheritance only ended in 1774; 
her debts were on the way to being discharged in 1776.

Dealing with her creditors was Eva’s first responsibility as widow and heiress. 
Germanic law dictated that creditors had first claim on an estate before the resi-
due was shared out among the heirs, and under Hamburg law, the wife’s personal 
assets, both property brought into the marriage and her dowry, could be called on 
to repay debts.31 There does not appear to have been any protection for the inter-
ests of minor children against the claims of creditors in Hamburg law, apart from a 
provision that gave the widow and dependent children a period of grace before the 
creditors could enforce their claims.32 This would be in keeping with the practice 
in other mercantile jurisdictions, such as the Baltic ports where Lübeck law was 
in force; there, as a disincentive to bankruptcy, the widow of a bankrupt who had 
minor children could only extinguish claims on her future earnings and assets by 
renouncing her own claim on her dowry and other extant property.33

Eva’s central preoccupation was whether and how to dispose of the factories, 
which might provide a good income in the long term but whose sale could be a 
source of capital to meet short-term needs. These decisions were complicated by 
unanticipated demands on her material and psychological assets. The obligations 
associated with debt constituted a network that involved people with varying and 
sometimes multiple claims on her good faith, and mobilizing to satisfy her creditors 
— as a precondition for moving on — called for the creation of new sets of connec-
tions and obligations. If we have come to see women’s involvement in credit net-
works and other financial operations as a matter of routine in spite or because of the 
real and imagined obstacles to their economic agency, Eva König’s case shows that 
engagement with debt in managing the transition from wife to indebted widow 
(and back to free agent) was anything but routine; rather it was freighted with risk 
and anxiety. Moreover, the fact of being a woman meant that both creditors and 
family and friends perceived her and their own scope for action in gendered terms, 

 29 28 December 1774.
 30 10 December 1771.
 31 Trummer, Das Hamburgische Erbrecht, pp. 108–12.
 32 Trummer, Das Hamburgische Erbrecht, pp. 25, 77–85.
 33 Rabuzzi, ‘Women as Merchants in Eighteenth-Century Northern Germany’, p. 450.
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so that negotiating the gender politics of her position added to the emotional stress 
inherent in the situation and called for particular kinds of self-representation.

Eva presents herself in her letters as someone familiar with the world of business 
and experienced in the kinds of networking it called for. The Vienna manufactures 
were managed on site by König’s factor Cornelius Hornbostel, but on a brief visit 
to Vienna in the autumn of 1770 she inspected the works herself as a matter of 
course and observed that they were going well.34 In March 1772, after much delib-
eration, she moved to Vienna. Living on the site of the textile factory, she took over 
its management and finally succeeded in selling both the textile and the wallpaper 
factories in 1774. She sold the textile factory to Hornbostel and a partner, netting 
26,500 Gulden from the sale. One source names the interest income on this sum 
as 500 Reichstaler (reflecting an investment at 3 per cent), which would have guar-
anteed her a respectable living.35 But the buyers would only take over the business 
if it was backed up by a state subsidy. Eva’s application for a grant to the Austrian 
Imperial Ministry of Commerce, the only one of her business letters to have been 
published, reads in part:

Sollte aber auch diese meine untertänigste Bitte unerhört bleiben, so wäre ich jetzt 
(da die Mantinitaft einzuführen erlaubet worden, worauf […] ich mich seit eini-
ger Zeit verlegt habe) um so mehr gezwungen […] das in so schönem Flor stehende 
Werk zurtrümmert aus der Hand zu schlagen und so viele aus der Fremde hergezo-
gene Leute brotlos zu machen, auch das Herzeleid zu erleben, meine Familie, die 
mir bis jetzt so treu beigestanden, zu verkürzen, der ich ohnedies mit meinen vier 
Kindern zur Last falle.36

But should my humble request remain unheard, I would now (since permission has 
been granted for the import of Mantini taffeta, which […] I have been producing 
for some time) be all the more compelled to […] leave the flourishing enterprise in 
ruins and make so many men brought in from abroad unemployed, and also suffer 
the pain of failing to repay my family, which has so far stood by me so faithfully, and 
instead becoming a burden to them along with my children.

That the author of the letter is a woman becomes clear only in the closing refer-
ence to the threat of personal dependency; otherwise she writes confidently and  

 34 4 October 1770.
 35 Henneberg and Henneberg, Geschichte der Familie Henneberg (Braunschweig), p. 211. 
Eva’s daughter Amalia married into the Henneberg family. Cf. Hamburg,? April 1776, in which 
she anticipates an income of ‘4 to 500 Tlr Louis d’Or’ if her capital is invested at 3 per cent.
 36 Cited by Blume, ‘Engelbert Königs Wiener Fabriken’, p. 2.
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unsentimentally — if in the familiar conventions of deference — about her busi-
ness: She is someone with personal responsibility for a business, its employees, and 
her adult relatives.

Eva’s letters also show her as experienced in managing relations of credit. As late 
as May 1776, with their marriage approaching, she reproaches Lessing for being 
too sensitive to accept a loan from her to relieve him of a momentary embarrass-
ment.37 Frequent references to credit operations, mainly the circulation of bills of 
exchange (Wechsel), to some of which she was party in her own name, constitute 
the background music to the conversation about her current financial problems. 
Just before Christmas 1771 she reports to Lessing on the situation of their mutual 
friend Johann Friedrich Schmidt, facing bankruptcy with a debt of 7000 Marks. 
She is concerned about Schmidt’s circumstances, particularly since his wife is 
clearly oblivious to any problems. But the Schmidts’ situation also provokes reflec-
tion on her qualities as debtor and creditor: Eva had been an early party to a chain 
of Wechsel associated with Schmidt’s debts, though her name no longer featured 
there; his principal creditor had now lost patience and all payments were frozen. 
Eva had two thoughts: first, she remembered how her hand had ‘trembled’ as she 
signed the Wechsel in the first place — an anxiety now confirmed by the failure of 
this particular credit network. Still more worrying, though, was the possibility that 
Schmidt might have come to her for help; his creditor, being a long-time associate, 
would not be insisting on payment if Schmidt were not facing insolvency, and in 
ignorance of that Eva probably would have made Schmidt a further loan — thereby 
worsening her own circumstances.38

A similar reflection on her own character in the context of past and present 
debts, which places her agency in a rather different light, appears in her account 
of her dealings with ‘the Jew P’.39 Popert had agreed to write off 40 per cent of 
her debt and to wait for payment of the remainder, on condition she could find 
someone to stand surety. Eva’s first instinct was: ‘der Jude muß für sein Mißtrauen 
bestraft werden’ (‘the Jew has to be punished for his lack of trust’); she would accept 
his terms but avoid paying him any more than she could afford. She acknowledged 
that this had nothing to do with personal animosity; he had always been gener-
ous to her, and in fact had recently helped her out to the tune of 1500 Gulden by 
buying a Wechsel that she held on an Augsburg merchant house and taking the 
loss when that business went into liquidation. But she thought that Popert could 

 37 19/31 May 1776.
 38 20 December 1771.
 39 21–23 December 1771.
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afford to take another loss, acknowledging that her attitude was simple ‘Eigensinn’ 
(‘pig-headedness’).40 Her reason for citing the incident was to allay Lessing’s fear 
that her good nature and conscience might lead her to act against her own interests: 
‘Es ist wahr, ich handle gern aufrichtig und redlich, meinem Charakter, meinen 
Grundsätzen gemäß; doch daß ich in dem Fall, worin ich jetzt bin, meinem Vor-
teil entgegen stehen sollte, bloß um den Schein von Eigennützigkeit zu vermeiden, 
keineswegs!’ (‘It’s true, I prefer to act in an upright and honest fashion, as suits my 
character and my principles; but that in my present circumstances I should resist 
acting to my own advantage just to avoid seeming selfish — by no means!’).41

This is an example of the ‘split personality’ that Laurence Fontaine attributes 
to the early modern businessman, ‘someone whose interest required that he be at 
the same time coldly calculative and warmly compassionate’.42 Fontaine points out 
that this duality was unavoidable, particularly given that credit relations typically 
involved multiple communities to which the businessman stood in different rela-
tions. In other respects, too, we can see Eva König executing a very typical tightrope 
walk between competing claims. We find her constantly weighing up the respective 
interests of ‘Meinige’ and ‘Fremde’ for example — such that her relatives were the 
last of her creditors to be satisfied.43 What, then, is gender-specific about her situa-
tion and her response?

Key to Eva König’s situation was the fact that despite her legal capacity as an 
independent actor, and her manifest self-confidence, she was unable to escape a 
degree of reliance on men, and notably on her male relatives. They enjoyed a supe-
rior power to act in the world and a claim to guide her actions which were implicit 
in her status within the family as well as in status-specific codes that limited the 
options available to a ‘Frau vom Stand’. In the first instance, the men around her 
weren’t much help. Lessing advised her to stay well and cheerful at all costs and 
comfort herself with the thought that none of it was her fault.44 Since her brother 
Johann Georg and her brother-in-law were also her principal creditors, it is perhaps 

 40 Lessing did not comment on this, but the author of Die Juden and Nathan der Weise, plays 
critiquing contemporary antisemitism, would have recognized the perverse logic of citing both 
moral superiority to the Jew (at a time when lack of trust was viewed in Christian theological 
terms as a sin against God and one’s fellow-man) and his actual financial power to justify one’s 
own failure to act in good faith. On the theological uses of Vertrauen/trust, see Rosenhaft, ‘How 
to Tame Chance’, pp. 24–25.
 41 21–23 December 1771.
 42 Fontaine, The Moral Economy, p. 283.
 43 11 November 1775.
 44 GL to EK, 20 November 1771. 
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not surprising that they couldn’t agree on a solution, and on one occasion her mid-
dle brother David, a professor of physics in Utrecht, plunged her into depression 
by saying that if (or when) she fell into destitution he would of course support her 
for the rest of her life.45 Clearly David had some confidence in her competence, 
though, since in spite of his undisguised anxiety he asked whether she hat ‘Muth 
und Lust’ — courage and desire — to move to Vienna and manage the factory her-
self; in the event, it seems to have been a family conference that finally persuaded 
her to embark on her second, more extended visit to Vienna a few weeks later.46

Her exasperation with her dependence on men nevertheless finds expression 
in repeated complaints about her brother-in-law. Friedrich Wilhelm König was 
Engelbert König’s younger brother, a minor civil servant in Hamburg. A year 
younger than Eva and unmarried, he had the scope for action that she lacked and 
possibly a degree of legal authority; he may have been the executor of Engelbert’s 
will, and it is possible that in his own judgement he was protecting the interests of 
his nieces and nephew when he repeatedly failed (or refused) to act as Eva expected. 
As she saw it, he was simply being irresponsible — or as she put it in one of only two 
uses of the key term ‘honour’ in her letters, he simply would not do ‘was er anders 
seiner Ehre wegen hätte tun müssen’47 (‘what you would have expected him to do 
for the sake of his own honour’). At the end of 1771 the business of the Wurmb 
bankruptcy left her ‘nahe dabei, alle Contenance zu verlieren’ (‘on the verge of los-
ing all patience’) at Friedrich Wilhelm’s failure to drum up the money necessary to 
cover her obligations.48 And by early 1773 she was no longer hesitating to use terms 
like ‘nichtswürdig’ (‘good-for-nothing’) and ‘unwürdig’ (‘unworthy’) in relation to 
him and his actions: Her relatives had agreed that the profits from the sale of her 
Hamburg warehouses (in the end, she was not quite sure how they had been sold) 
could be used to pay off her ‘stranger’ creditors, on the condition that they would 
nevertheless agree to let their investments lie in the Vienna manufacture until she 
could bring it into profit, and she had instructed Friedrich Wilhelm to solicit the 
agreement of the ‘strangers’ on the basis of a valuation of the factory. Instead, he 
had sent the valuation to her brother (copy to Eva), with the suggestion that the 
family creditors might accept less than their paper claim while the ‘strangers’ were 

 45 11 December 1771.
 46 28 December 1771 and 7 January 1772.
 47 7 January 1772. The second use is in reference to Lessing in the context of his own salary 
negotiations: February/March 1776. In the letters ‘honour’ is never used in connection with 
Eva or any other woman.
 48 19 December 1771.
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paid more. Eva’s one consolation at that point was that in fact she had already told 
her own brothers what was going on, so they were not in a position to be taken 
advantage of by Friedrich Wilhelm’s machinations.49

In the end, the men in Eva’s life did provide a supportive framework that enabled 
her own actions, and that she acknowledged in emotive terms. She was never less than 
appreciative of Johann Georg’s support, and he made an important contribution by 
suggesting, as a way out of the initial impasse, that she find an independent adviser. 
That role was played by Johannes Schuback, four years her senior and founder of a 
Hamburg merchant house which is still in existence, and it was largely through his 
interventions that Eva was able to negotiate the entangled interests of ‘Meinige’ and 
‘Fremde’. (Of Schuback, Lessing observed to Eva that he was pleased ‘daß sich nun 
ein Mann dabei interessiert, der hoffentlich von dieser Seite mehr Kaufmann ist, als 
Sie’50 [‘that a man is now taking an interest who I hope is more of a businessman than 
you’]). In late 1774 Schuback persuaded Eva’s uncle to suspend her obligation to him 
by writing over the debt to her children until such time as there were no longer any 
claims against her and she could reclaim it as a gift. As she expressed it, her relief at 
the lifting of the debt was not more intense than her satisfaction in hearing from 
Schuback that her uncle had expressed the love of a father for her, in spite of having 
children of his own.51 (It was in connection with this arrangement that Lessing, oth-
erwise careful to avoid influencing Eva’s financial decisions, ventured his sole piece of 
unsolicited advice; in May 1776 he urged her never to make any claim on that capital 
— for reasons he could only impart face-to-face.)52

Nevertheless, I think we can identify in Eva’s letters a degree of psychological 
stress arising from the constraints particular to her situation as middle-class widow. 
At the same time we can recognize in her choice of words (Lessing called Eva a ‘fer-
tige Briefschreiberin’53 — an accomplished letter-writer) ways of describing the par-
ticular mix of business and personal relationships that reflect a historical moment 
in which languages of affinity and obligation were being renegotiated, with particu-
lar consequences for the injection of values of sentiment into middle-class culture. 
It is a significant feature of that conjuncture that both men and women engaged in 
the language of sentiment, but it is certainly true that women had privileged access 

 49 26 January 1773.
 50 GL to EK, 16 December 1771.
 51 18 December 1774.
 52 GL to EK, 2 May 1776. For an example of a characteristically supportive but unemphatic 
reply to one of Eva’s direct questions, see his letter of 3 December 1772.
 53 GL to EK, 10 June 1770.
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to it in the context of emerging middle-class gender norms. This is clear among 
other things in the uses to which Eva König puts the term ‘friend’ and the affect 
that attaches to it in different cases, including the terms in which she invokes ques-
tions of risk, trust and confidentiality.

The multiplicity of meanings that the term ‘friend’ had in the early modern 
period is well known. Across a range of regional and linguistic contexts we find 
the word applied to blood relatives (including in statutes governing inheritance), 
patrons, and business associates — indeed, to each and all of the multiple commu-
nities involved in credit networks — at least as often as it signifies an affectionate 
relationship with non-kin, although the notion of friendship as a union of hearts 
and minds shared by moral equals was already present in European culture by the 
seventeenth century.54 In milieux in which women exercised independent political 
or business agency, the term in all its meanings could be applied to women as well 
as men, in spite of evidence of an early sexualization of ‘friend’ as applied to women 
in real or presumed erotic relationships.55

The phrase Johann used in encouraging Eva to find an independent adviser 
was ‘einen redlichen Freund zu Rate ziehen’ — seek advice from an honest friend. 
‘Friend’ here denotes a functional role in an essentially business context, but in 
Eva’s presentation Johannes Schuback becomes something more, in a narrative that 
begins with a powerful sense of risk and uncertainty and climaxes in a celebration 
of disinterested attachment. The choice of adviser, who in fact acted as her agent 
as the business went on (in parallel and sometimes in tension with her brother-in-
law), was her own, and her choice was itself a business decision that reinforced her 
capacity to make strategic choices. But the social dynamics that informed her inter-
actions with Schuback as with her male relatives were necessarily gendered.

Of her decision to approach Schuback Eva writes,

Hierzu war aber nicht allein ein redlicher, sondern auch ein einsichtsvoller und ver-
schwiegener Mann erfordert. Die Schwierigkeit war: wo finden wir den? Endlich 
fiel mir ein Mann ein, der hier, auswärts, und besonders am Wiener Hofe, dafür 
passieret; ich kannte ihn aber nicht einmal von Person. Doch wagte ich es, und 
ersuchte ihn schriftlich um seinen Beistand.56

 54 Tadmor, Family and Friends in Eighteenth-Century England; Fontaine, The Moral Econ-
omy, esp. Chapters 8–10; Sabean, Kinship in Neckarhausen, 1700–1850, pp. 42–45; Grüne, 
‘Freundschaft, Privatheit und Korruption’, pp. 289–90; Jahncke, ‘Patronage, Freundschaft, 
Verwandtschaft’.
 55 Gowing, ‘The Politics of Women’s Friendship’; Schleuning, Hof, Macht, Geschlecht, pp. 
300–17; D’Cruze, ‘The Middling Sort in Eighteenth-Century Colchester’, p. 189.
 56 10 December 1771.
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But for this purpose I needed a friend who was not only honest but also wise and 
discreet. The problem was: where to find him? At last I thought of someone who 
passes for such here, abroad and especially at the court in Vienna; but I didn’t even 
know him to look at. Nevertheless, I took a chance, and wrote to ask for his help.

Here Eva is using the language of risk: the term ‘wagen’ is now commonly trans-
lated as ‘dare’, but in the eighteenth century it was intimately associated with 
gambling — cognate with ‘wager’. Eva and her fiancé Lessing were regular buyers 
of lottery tickets. And here, too, she was taking a chance. In engaging Schuback 
Eva was readjusting her personal-and-business connections in a way that, among 
other things, gave her access to Schuback’s own networks — not least his familiar-
ity with the situation in Vienna, where he was involved in business and enjoyed 
the confidence of the Empress Maria Theresa. Although Eva was probably person-
ally acquainted with his brother, she knew Johannes only by reputation.57 And her 
approach to him incurred multiple risks — from the immediate risk of embarrass-
ing rejection to the more serious long-term one that her trust in him might prove 
to have been misplaced. The language of gambling recurs in this correspondence, 
and Eva’s subsequent comments in some ways chart the highs and lows of the gam-
bler or speculator.

In the first instance, though, her trust proved to have been well placed:

Diese Epoche hat mir einen aufrichtigen Freund erworben, der mit solchem Eifer 
für mich sorget, daß er gestern halb eilf in der Nacht noch einen Weg von einer 
halben Stunde in meinen Angelegenheiten machte. Gegen Sie kann ich ihn nennen, 
sonst will er noch nicht genannt sein — es ist Herr Johannes Schuback.58

In these days I have gained an upright friend, who is so earnest in his care for me 
that last night at half past ten he walked half an hour’s distance on my business. I 
can name him to you, though he doesn’t want to be named otherwise — it’s Herr 
Johannes Schuback.

What Schuback did at their first meeting was to look over her accounts and ask 
her what she wanted to do. He agreed with her own plan, which was to open her 

 57 On Schuback, see his entry in Kopitsch and Brietze, eds, Hamburgische Biographie, vol. 
2, p. 383; Möring, 1757–1957. 200 Jahre Johannes Schuback & Söhne Familie und Firma in 
Hamburg, pp. 49–100. Neither personal nor business papers from this period in the history of 
the firm seem to have survived. Schuback was a better-established businessman than the Königs 
and there is no evidence that Eva paid him a fee for his help.
 58 10 December 1771.
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books to her creditors and ask that they extend the deadline for repayment until 
the Vienna business could be sorted out. Here a second discourse inflecting trust 
emerges: the emphasis on confidentiality and the risk associated with breaching it. 
We see it here even in the question of identifying her adviser, whose own reputa-
tion was at stake in the affair. It was also central to the question of how much she 
should reveal about her circumstances. She repeatedly asked Lessing to keep her 
letters to himself: ‘Auf die Verschweigenheit kömmt es hauptsächlich an, sonst bin 
ich gewiß verloren’. (‘Discretion is the key thing, otherwise I am surely lost’.)59 The 
appearance of transparency was itself an element in the negotiation of trust between 
any debtor and creditor, while every debtor had an interest in keeping control of 
information about his or her actual situation. The fact that Eva was a woman and 
her confidants men gave a particular inflection, I think, to the danger she perceived 
of being ‘lost’ or ruined.

The question of who knew what is linked to another use of the term ‘friend’ 
in a letter of November 1772. At that point, Eva had been in Vienna overseeing 
the manufactures for seven months, and the business was going better than ever. 
This was partly because those of the investor-creditors whom she characterized as 
‘friends’ had in fact refrained from pulling out their capital. The overall result was 
that she faced a real choice between selling off the factories and making a new start 
with the capital, and keeping the business going in order to ensure that her credi-
tors were fully satisfied. Schuback thought it best to sell up and offered to manage 
the resulting capital on her behalf, and (with her permission) sought the permis-
sion of her creditors to do so. While ‘die meisten Fremden’ (most of the strangers) 
among them agreed, it was her ‘friends’ who were reluctant to give Schuback the 
necessary powers. As Eva explained, they did not and could not know the nature 
of her arrangement with Schuback.60 Here ‘friend’ is being used in the mixed sense 
of a business associate with whom one shares a relationship of trust and who can 
be expected to have one’s interests at heart; among them were presumably the 
‘die ältesten Freunde’ (‘oldest friends’), named only as R. and M., who feature six 
months later as the only non-family creditors yet to be satisfied.61

What Eva learned to value in Schuback, beyond his manifest business compe-
tence and good connections, was the way he combined material disinterest — equal 

 59 13 December 1771.
 60 19 November 1772.
 61 21 June 1773. The editors of the letter edition propose that the two creditors, whom Eva 
identifies only by their initials, were members of the Hamburg elite, one a merchant and one a 
lawyer.
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detachment from Eva’s finances and from her family — with a demonstrated com-
mitment to her wellbeing and energy and discretion in pursuing it: ‘Ist das nicht 
ein redlicher Mann? […] Er tut so viel für mich, daß er mich öfters vor Dankbarkeit 
stumm macht, und tut es so stille, daß ich erst, wenn die Sache entschieden ist, 
erfahre, daß er es getan hat’.62 (‘Is that not an honest man? […] He does so much for 
me that he often leaves me speechless with gratitude, and he does it so quietly that 
I only learn when the business is decided that he has done it’.) But the confidence 
Eva had placed in Schuback gave him a real, if unsought, power over her peace of 
mind. In December 1771 she writes

Nie habe ich Gott mit muntererem Eifer gedankt, als für den Freund, den er mir in 
Herrn Schuback zuwies. Er ist der edelste, der rechtschaffenste Mann; allein so sor-
glich, so nachdenkend, wie ich leider! selbst bin. Alle möglichen Unglücke, die nur 
kommen können, sagt er mir vor. Er fürchtet, daß das Kapital in der Wiener Fabrik 
wie im Lotto lieget […]

I have never had reason to thank God more cheerfully than I thank Him for the 
friend he has sent me in Herr Schuback. He is the noblest, the most upright man 
— but also as inclined to worry and ponder as I (alas) am. He sets before me all the 
possible misfortunes that might arise. He is afraid that the capital is about as safe in 
the Vienna factory as in the lottery […]

This left Eva mentally negotiating between her sense of her own competence and 
her trust in Schuback, a tension with consequences for her state of mind:

Für mich, die das Werk kennet, ist zwar wenig Wahrscheinlicheit, daß diese 
betrübte Prophezeiung in Erfüllung kommen könne, oder werde; allein denken Sie 
selbst, wenn einem so was so öfters widerholet wird, so wird man zuletzt betäubt, 
und trauet seinem eigenen Urteile nich mehr. Am Tage bin ich meiner mächtig; 
wenn ich aber in der Nacht auf einen solchen Gedanken komme, so weiß ich ich 
nicht wieder heraus zu finden.63

As for me, who knows the factory after all, I don’t think it very probable that these 
dark prophecies are likely to be fulfilled; but you can imagine that when you hear 
that sort of thing repeated time and time again you grown numb in the end and 
don’t trust your own judgement any more. In daylight I am completely in control, 
but when such a thought comes to me at night I can find no way out.

 62 3 January 1772.
 63 13 December 1771.
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While still unknown, or in prospect, Eva’s adviser was an ‘honest friend’, a sense of 
‘friend’ that implies trust and support without express sentimental attachment. In 
Eva’s letters Schuback makes a progress from business friend to intimate, and the 
progress was complete when Eva and Lessing married at the Schubacks’ country 
house. The evolution of their relationship is thrown into relief by the parallel story 
of a ‘friend’ who turned out to be little more than a business partner, the inves-
tor-creditor von Wagener whose calling in of his debts features in the letters as 
a moment of emotional as well as financial crisis. In November 1771, reporting 
von Wagener’s action, she wrote to Lessing: ‘Ich wollte gerne in dem elendesten 
Winkel der Welt Wasser und Brod essen, wenn ich nur aus dem Labyrinth einmal 
heraus wäre!’64 (‘I would gladly be living on bread and water in the vilest corner of 
the world, if only I could escape from this labyrinth!’) Von Wagener presented a 
puzzle to both Eva and Lessing, since he was a long-standing ‘friend’ of Eva’s hus-
band’s. They socialized regularly, and von Wagener had promised with tears in his 
eyes to help Eva in any way he could, since her husband had helped to forestall a 
lawsuit which would have ruined him.65 Lessing put his finger the contradiction: 
‘So will er Ihnen diese Freundschaft noch nach [König’s] Tode sehr teuer bezahlen 
lassen’.66 (‘He’s certainly expecting you to pay a high price for that friendship now 
that [König] is dead’.)

The tears marked von Wagener as a man of feeling, acting in accord with a code 
of sensibility which by the 1770s had embedded in it a friendship discourse that 
was entirely sentimental, and that by the nineteenth century had become the domi-
nant one among Germany’s educated classes. In this new vision of friendship the 
meaningful border in terms of language and practice was not the one that separated 
affection and interest, but the porous barrier between platonic and erotic inti-
macy — not least as friendships between men and women based on moral equality 
became thinkable.67 Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock, one of the leading poets of senti-
mental friendship, belonged to Lessing and Eva’s Hamburg literary circle, and that 
sense of ‘friend’ is deployed quite self-consciously in their published correspond-
ence. In the months preceding their betrothal in the Autumn of 1771 we see them 
using it to ‘feel out’ each other’s intentions: Lessing calls Eva his ‘liebe Freundin’ 

 64 14 November 1771.
 65 25 November 1771.
 66 GL to EK, 20 November 1771.
 67 Schmidt, ‘Das Verhältnis von Freundschaft und Liebe im 18. Jahrhundert’, in Schmidt and 
others, eds, Freundschaft und Verwandtschaft, pp. 115–43; Nenon, Aus der Fülle der Herzen.
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(‘dear friend’) in the very first letter, but Eva replies only with the closing formula 
‘Ihre ergebene Dienerin’ (‘your devoted servant’); only after some back-and-forth 
in the deployment of such formulas does Eva declare herself, and that in the rela-
tively ambiguous role of friendly adviser, having told him not to work too hard: 
‘Diesen Rath gibt Ihnen Ihre beste Freundin und ergebene Dienerin’ (‘This advice 
is from your best friend and devoted servant’).68 Her last use of ‘Dienerin’ is on 7 
May 1771, after which she always signs as ‘Freundin’, often ‘aufrechte Freundin’ 
(‘sincere friend’). The importance that Eva attributed to the display of emotion in 
everyday contexts is similarly apparent elsewhere in her letters, in a parallel thread 
in which she puzzles over the behaviour of a woman friend whose style of coping 
with the death of her child is businesslike rather than emotional.69

Von Wagener’s adherence to the code of sensibility should have predicted 
a degree of altruism on his part, and on reflection Eva could not bring herself to 
believe that he would insist on her ruin. In January 1773 she was in fact able to 
reach an accommodation with him. But the persistent emotional power of that 
initial shock is apparent in her account of their last meeting:

[Eben], weil es so gelang […] so griff es mich mehr an, als wenn der redliche Mann 
stürmisch und hart gewesen wäre. In dem letzten Falle hätte ihm mein freies Gewis-
sen die Spitze geboten. Allein er zeigte nichts als Mitleid und Eifer, zur baldigen 
Endschaft meiner Sache das Seinige beitragen zu wollen, und also können Sie leicht 
denken, daß ich trauriger von ihm ging, als ich zu ihm kam. Ich war so matt, wie ich 
zu Hause kam, daß ich alle mögliche Anstrengung brauchte, um nur mit einigen 
Zeilen an S[chuback] den Ausgang dieses Geschäfts melden zu können.70

[Precisely] because it was so successful […] it hit me harder than if that honest man 
had been stormy and intransigent. Then my conscience would have been free to face 
him down. But he showed me nothing but sympathy and eagerness to make his own 
contribution to bringing my business to a rapid conclusion, and so you may well 
imagine that I went away in a sadder frame of mind than when I had arrived. I was 
so exhausted when I got home that I had to make the greatest effort even to write a 
few lines to Schuback to report the outcome of the business.

Reflected here is not only the stress incurred by being reminded of the lived  
tension between business and affection, but the mental constraint imposed by the  

 68 Letters dating from 10 June to 30 September 1770.
 69 19 December 1771.
 70 26 January 1773.
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condition of indebtedness. Eva uses the term ‘free’ here advisedly, although her 
‘debtor’s prison’ is entirely psychological. She spent the next week in bed — not 
the first time she had found the situation physically debilitating; at the beginning 
of the correspondence she wrote of being exhausted by ‘diese Auftritte — an die ich 
nicht gewöhnet bin’ (‘these comings and goings, which I’m not used to’).71

Conclusion

The expression of mental strain in physical debility in this case is not unique to 
Eva’s letters; her brother David’s letter of 1771, in which he asked whether she 
had ‘Muth und Lust’ to travel to Vienna, ended with the (less than encouraging) 
observation: ‘Mein Schlaf ist durch diese Sorgen, die ich mit aller Anstrengung 
nicht abschütteln konnte, weggenommen, und meine Gesundheit ganz zerrüttet’72 
(‘These worries, which I cannot shake off however hard I try, have robbed me of 
my sleep and completely ruined my health’). The language of anxiety, like the dis-
course of sensibility, was one available to both men and women. Similarly, there is 
an uncanny echo of Johann Georg Hahn’s advice to his sister in a work published 
ninety years later; a Victorian book of financial advice to women recommends that 
they ‘seek a sensible and upright Friend, who is a good man of business’.73 This 
complicates the business of identifying what is either gender- or period- (or indeed 
place-) specific about Eva König’s experience or the languages she deploys. Here we 
might begin by observing that the author of the Victorian advice book was herself a 
woman: although the language does not appear to have changed, the speaker has, as 
has the medium through which she addresses her listeners.

In his own micro-study of the mentality of a Swiss (male) debtor, Mischa Suter 
adduces a clear distinction between economic and personal relations, such that the 
use of economic language allows for distancing from the more tangled problems 
of family life. He sees his subjects making choices between different ‘registers of 
legitimation’ rather than following ‘the scripts dictated by tradition’.74 We might 
ask how far it was possible for a woman like Eva König to distance herself from the 
emotional claims of her family, but the notion of a ‘script’ is helpful here, in the 
sense of the combinations of words available for self-representation. In the longer 

 71 10 December 1771.
 72 Cited in 28 December 1771.
 73 ‘A Banker’s Daughter’ [Emma Galton], A Guide to the Unprotected, p. 13.
 74 Suter, Rechtstrieb, p. 140.
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term, it does seem to be the case that changes in vernacular discourses of friendship 
which emphasized sentimental bonds were associated the decreasing use of ‘friend’ 
as a transparently commercial term. And ‘friend’ may stand here for a complex of 
words — including shame and honour, but also (even) risk and trust — the history 
of whose affective valence and gendered associations as well as of their functions in 
the formal and informal negotiation of credit relations remains to be explored over 
the longue durée. Eva König’s situation was liminal in the sense that it marked a 
crisis at the porous border between family and business relations; at the same time, 
as widowhood was a normal moment in most women’s life course, the particulari-
ties of her situation were typical for women of her social and marital status (‘Frauen 
vom Stande’ on the threshold of respectable widowhood). It is of wider significance 
for a history of women and credit because it occurred at a transitional moment 
in the move from mercantile to manufacturing cultures and in the growth of new 
middling social groups asserting new and gendered visions of human personality 
and action. In these circumstances, the capacities of the Kaufmännin increasingly 
had to be exercised in the language of bourgeois femininity, while the personality of 
the businessman, too, was subject to renegotiation.
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